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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT

CONTINUATION
Event #: 120630-2535

dez ran out the back door and watched Mullner run eastbound on foot. Valdez
an older model, aqua colored, mini-van, with a sloped windshield and flee westbound

lied 911 and got a partial plate number of 489-XY (Nevada) from the rear license

fled the business and Va

^observed Mullner get into
on Chai'leston. Valdez ce

plate.

LVMPD Officers C. SjobI
investigation. LVMPD R
video. The video showe(;i

determined the suspect

as Troy Mullner ID# 115
Silhouette van with Neva

Dm P#9180 and Officer M. Garcia P#7204 arrived and began a preliminary
)bbery Detective D. Miller P#6627 arrived on scene and viewed the surveillance
the suspect to bewearing two rings and a watch on his left wrist. Detective Miller

natched the description of a serial robbery suspect who had possibly been identified
i8825. A DMV check indicated one of Mullner's register vehicles was an Oldsmobile

da license plate 489XYL.

Detective L. Spiotto P# 4774 constructed two photo line-ups using a recent photo of Mullner along with photos
of five similar looking White males. Detective Miller conducted a photo line-up with victim Miriam Fierro. When
Fierro was presented with the line-up, she immediately picked Troy Mullner out as the suspect who had just
robbed her. Fierro was dure of her identification but noted Mullner was heavier than depicted in the photo. For
additional details see Fie'rro's Photo Line-up Witness Voluntary Statement.

Detective Guyer conducted
Mullner as the suspect w

face, forehead, and note(pl
robbery suspect but also

ENRTY PHASE:

At approximately 2100 hours LVMPD Officers located Mullner's Oldsmobile Van NV license plate 489XYL
parked at3451 Sago Glen Circle. Robbery Detectives initiated surveillance on the vehicle. Ashort time later
Detective C. Embry P# 6223 observed Troy Mullner walked out of 3451 Sego Glen and walk to the van.
Mullner then walked bac^ inside 3451 Sego Glen.

Detective Spiotto authored a Search Warrant for 3451 Sago Glen Circle along with Mullner's 1994 Oldsmobile
van which was parked at the residence. The Search Warrant was approved by DA Michael Watson and was
signed by District Court .udge David Barker. At approximately 2215 hours, the LVMPD SWAT team
supervised by Sgt. R. Hint P#3833 executed the search warrant while wearing police identification garments.
No force was used to mdke entry into the house and the above listed persons exited the house as directed by
SWAT; SWAT memberd entered and cleared the residence for additional suspects. Upon clearing and
securing the premise, SVyAT Sgt. R. Hunt P#3833 released the scene to the Robbery Section Sgt. P. Ziros
P#4239, Detectives frorri the LVMPD Robbery Section and South Central PSU team searched the residence
for items of evidence. A6 items were located, Detective J. Abel! would photograph the item in place, record the
items location, and recover the items.

SEARCH PHASE:

During the search of the premises, the following property was recovered;
Item 1-Power Line model 15xt black BB gun, located in a concealed area in the dash of the 1994 Oldsmobile
van.

Item 2: Samsung model m820 black cellular phone, located in the closet of the northwest bedroom, on the first
story. i

a photo line-up with victim Edward Valdez. Valdez immediately identified Troy
ho pointed a gun at him. Valdez based his identification on the shape of Mullner's

his ears appeared to be pulled back. Valdez was "very sure" Mullner was the
noted he seemed heavier than in the photo line-up.
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UAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT

CONTINUATION
Event #: 120630-2535

Item 3, Kyocera cellular phone located on the front seat of the Oldsmobile van.

^Item 4, grey long sleeve shirt, located on the table in the northwest bedroom, on the first story.
Item 5, black long sleeveishirt, located-on the back of the Oldsmobile van.

Item 6, white long sleevejshirt, located on the back of the Oldsmobile van.

Item 7,, Rectech blue lon^ sleeve shirt, located on the front passenger seat of the Oldsmobile van.

Item 8, Champs blue long sleeve shirt, located on the backseat of the Oldsmobile van.

Item 9, Basic Editions blue long sleeve shirt, located on the backseat of the Oldsmobile van.

Item 10, Outdoor Products grey backpack, located between the front seats of the Oldsmobile van.

Item 11, white Nike shoes, located on the back seat of the Oldsmobile van.

Item 12, John Deere hat, located on the back seat of the Oldsmobile van.

Item 13, Saranac black cyclist gloves, located on the Oldsmobile van.

|ltem 14, Choppers black sunglasses, located in the center console of the Oldsmobile van.

Item 15, black Bandana, located inside ofthe grey backpack, in the Oldsmobile van.

Item 16, green Bandana, located inside of the grey backpack, in the Oldsmobile van.

Detective Abell photographed all of the above items in place, recovered the items, transported the items to the
LVMPD headquarters, and impounded each of the items.

INTERVIEW PHASE:

Prior to the interview Detective Spiotto read Mullner Miranda. Mullner said he understood his rights and
agreed to answer questions. Mullner admitted to committing the Subway robbery along with 13 other
robberies. Mullner said he walked up to the female clerk and pointed a fake gun at her. Mullner said he took
the money from the register and demanded the male employee come out from behind the counter. Mullner
said the male employee refused to come out. Mullner left the area driving his van. Mullner advised his
clothing and fake gun could be located inside a backpack in his van. Mullen identified himself while looking at
the surveillance photographs.

SECURING PHASE:

Acopy of the Duplicate Original Search Warrant and the Return were left inside the residence in the northwest
bedroom and the front seat of the 1994Oldsmobile Silhouette Van bearing NV plate 489XYL. Those

.documents were photographed by Detective J. Abell P# 8744. The residence was turned over to Vaughn
Brown.who is the registered tenant of the residence. Detectives cleared the scene and the search warrant
concluded at approximately 0020 hours, on July 1®', 2012.
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTM^^
CONTINUATION REPORT

ID/EVENT#: 120411-4254

120421-3828 Radio Shack 7460 W Lake Mead Robbery (2cts^ Burglary

On April 21 2012 at20:00 hours Loraine Allsop and Shantanae Kliebert were working at Radio Shack.
The store is located at 7460 WLake Mead, Las Vegas Nevada 89128 in the County of Clark. Awhite male
wearing a dark hat. tan shirt, blue jeans, white shoes, approximately 40 years old. 5"10", and 185 pounds
entered the store and approached Allsop and Kliebert. The male ordered Kliebert behind the counter and
demanded money while simulating a weapon under his shirt. Kliebert told the male how to open the register
and he stole approximately $179.00. The male ordered both victims to the back of the store and made them
get down on thefloor. Themale left in an unknown direction.

Kliebert called the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department and Officer Dixon #14105 responded
under event 120421-3828. Video was recovered by Robbery Detective Abell #8744 andthe scene was
processed by Crime Scene Analyst Vaandering # 13575.

120424-4088 Subwav 1105 S Rainbow Robbery f2cts) Burglary

On April 24'̂ 2012 at20:03 hours Saavedra Fausto and Graciela Perez-Sanchez were working at
Subway. The store is located at 1105 SRainbow. Las Vegas Nevada 89117. County of Clark. Awhite male
adult wearing a black baseball cap, brown shirt, blue jeans, white shoes, between 35-45, 5'8", 200 pounds.
with red hair and mustache entered the store and approached Saavedra and witness Robert Shuey. The male
simulated aweapon under his shirt and ordered Shuey to put his hands on the counter. The male then ordered
Saavedra to "give me all the money". Saavedra handed over $90 as the male ordered Perez-Sanchez get the
fuck back". The male then left the business.

Saavedra called the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department and Officer P. DeLeon #10067
responded under event 120424-4088. Crime Scene Analyst C. Toeppen #14372 responded for photos and
prints. Quadrox US President Andy Cormier provided video to me. Detective L. Spiotto #4774 via internet. This
video was later downloaded by LVMPD Forensic Video Lab and impounded.

120424-4182 Subwav 6980 WTropicana Robbery Burglary

On April 24, 2012 at 20:32 hours Lyndsey Horito and Aaron Miles were working at Subway. Witness
Greg Bedoho was inside ordering asandwich. The store is located at 6980 WTropicana #502, Las Vegas
Nevada 89103, County of Clark. Awhite male adult wearing a black baseball cap, brown shirt, blue jeans,
white shoes, black gloves, between 30-45, 6'3", 200 pounds, entered the store and appeared to point agun
around the store. He approached Miles and demanded all the money. The male took $693 and told Miles to
turn around and walk away. The male left and entered a small white two door pick up with an unknown male
driver.

Horito called the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department and Officer Booze #6394 responded under
event 120424-4182. Acrime report was authored for Robbery with Deadly Weapon. The store was not
processed due to gloves. Video was obtained by me on the following day and sent to the forensic video lab.

12F10441X-IVIULLNER,TROY Page 38 of 178
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTM^
CONTINUATION REPORT

ID/EVENT#: 120411-4254

120502-4244 Subwav 3180 E Desert Inn Robbery f2cts) Burglary

On May 2"*^, 2012 at 20:39 hours Carmelo Monterroso-Solares and Savannah Speer were working at
Subway. The store is located at 3180 E Desert Inn, Las Vegas Nevada 89121, County of Clark. Awhite male
adult entered the store and approached Monten-oso-Solares at the register. The male revealed the wooden
handle of a knife in his waistband and demanded money. Monterroso-Solares ran out of the Subway and the
male went behind the counter where he found Speer washing dishes. The male ordered her to open the
register and then to get down on the floor. The male stole $350 and fled out the store North on Mojave.
Witness Michelle Blaylock observed him get into a small white single cab pickup, 85-90 model years with an
unknown driver.

Monten-oso-Solares called the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department and officers responded
under event 120502-4244. Cadet Roman #14097 authored a crime report for Robbery WDW, Kidnap, and
Burglary. Crime Scene Analyst B. Grover responded for picturesand prints. I responded to observe the scene.
No video was recording.

120527-3440 Radio Shack 3531 S. Rainbow Robbery, Burglary

On May 27'^ 2012 at 18:25 hrs Chris Cunningham Jr. was working at Radio Shack. The store is
located at 3531 S. Rainbow, Las Vegas Nevada 89103, County of Clark. A white male adult walked into the
Radio Shack and told the employee, Cunningham to open the cash register. Cunningham said "what". The
suspect continued walking at a high pace towards the register, while telling him to open the register.
Cunningham opened the register. The suspect told him to put his hands on the counter and not to move.
Cunningham put his hands on the counter. The suspect asked where the bank bags are. Cunningham stated
that they don't have any bank bags. The suspect pulled the till out and spilled the money on the floor. The
suspect then picked up all the money, which was approx 225 in cash and coin, and told Cunningham to lie
down. Cunningham laid down on the floor. The male told him don't even think about moving and walked out
of the store. Cunningham waited a few seconds after hearing the door chime before he got up.

Cunningham called the LasVegas Metropolitan Police Department and officers responded underevent
120527-3440. Officer K. Koval #7781 authored a crime report for robbery. I responded and viewed video. The
video showed the event as stated and that the white male is now clean shaven. The video showed him
meeting up with the driver of a small white pick up and getting in the passenger side. Manager Christopher
Waterson burned a copy of the video and gave it to me. It was forwarded to the forensic video lab. Crime
Scene Analyst Olivia Klostennan #13177 responded and processed the scene.

12F10441X-MULLNER, TROY Page 39of 178 p.9.3of7
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LAS VEGAS METROPOUTAN POLICE DEPARTM^^
CONTINUATION REPORT

ID/EVENT#; 120411-4254

120609-3269 Subway 6980 W Trooicana Robbery (2cts). Burglary

On June 9'\ 2012 at 1726 hours, Harley Swan and Antwan Williams were working at Subway. The
store is located at 6980 W Tropicana, Las Vegas Nevada 89147, County of Clark. A white male adult walked
into Subway and told customer Jonathan Medina not to turn around. The male ordered Williams to open the
register. Swan heard the subject and walked from the back toward the register. The male ordered Swan to
place his hands on the counter. Williams then placed the register drawer on the counter and the male took
approximately $250. The male told the victims to get on the floor. The male stated he would not shoot if the
victims complied.

Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department Officer B Young #13236 responded under event,120609-
3269. Cadet Necas authored a crime report for Robbery. Crime Scene Analyst 8. Vaandering #13575
responded for photos, prints, and collection of a discarded suspect shirt. Video was collected by M. Moses
#13637. The suspect was described as a white male, 35 years, 6'1", large build, blue or green eyes, goatee,
camouflage bandana, with a white shirtover his head, sunglasses, light shirt, bluejeans, and work boots.

120616-3157 Radio Shack 3125 E Trooicana Robbery (3ctsl Burglary

On June 16"", 2012 at 17:31 hours Jeannette Knighton, Ronald Uliano, and Cristal Floras were working
at Radio Shack. The store is located at 3125 E TropiCiana, Las Vegas Nevada 89121, County of Clark.
Customers Juan Sanchez, and Joe Camarena were also in the store at the front counter. A white male adult
entered with his right hand in the waistband of his jeans and pointed at everyone in the storewith his left hand
and stated "get on the ground and give me all the money out of the register." All employees and customers
complied. Flores stated that the suspect reached across the counter and took cash out of the register. Flores
stated that the male told her to lift up the "till" in the register to see if there was any money underneath. Flores
stated the "till" is the top cash drawer, When the suspect did notsee any money underthe topcash drawer he
turned around and walked out the front door and left eastbound on Tropicana on foot.

Knighton called the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department and Officer LBraun #12946 responded
under event 120616-3157. A reportwas taken for robbery. Robbery Detective P. Flynn #6463 and M. Sclimenti
#6239 responded. I recovered video from Radio Shack on 6-17-12.

120618-3052 Subway 3654 E Flamingo Robbery (2ctsV Burglary

On June 18^, 2012 at 16:23 hours Jaime Arteaga-Vargas and Teresa Fernandez were working at
Subway located at 3654 E Flamingo Las Vegas Nevada, 89121 County of Clark. A white male adult entered
and told Arteaga-Vargas to get behind the counter and open the register while simulating a weapon under his
shirt. Jaime walked back opened the register andthe male grabbed the register drawer and pulled It all theway
out. The male told all employees to turn away and took all the money out of the register. Atotal of $168 was
taken. The suspect then walked east bound from the business. Fernandez observed the male mn to a small
white pick-up which drove offWest on Flamingo.

12F10441X-MULLNER,TROY Page 40 of 178 pase4oi7
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTI^t
CONTINUATION REPORT

ID/EVENT#: 120411-4254

Arteaga-Vargas called the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department Officer M Bordoni #8428
responded under event 120618-3052. A report was taken for robbery. Officers checked the area east of the

business and found a pair of sunglasses and a black object wrapped in black electrical tape. The glasses were
shown to the employees and they stated that they belonged to the male. The male was wearing them when he
came into the store. The Subway has video which was obtained by Crime Scene Analyst E. Tufteland #8971.
Crime Scene Analyst O. Klosterman #13177 responded to photograph the area and collect the glasses and
tape. Detectives K. Lorson #5746 and I responded to investigate.

120620-3821 Radio Shack 2370 E Serene Attempt Robbery (2cts). Burglary

On June 20*^. 2012 at approximately 1950 hours George Olurin along with Rana Walker were working
at the Radio Shack at 2370 E Serene Ave, Las Vegas Nevada, 89123 County of Clark. A white male
described as being approximately 40-50 year old, 6', 180-200 entered the store. The male is further described
as having short cut but balding grey hair, wearing a blue shirt with black sleeves, and blue jeans, white shoes.

Olurin proceeded to ask the white male if he needed help. The male ordered George to get behind the
register and give him all the money. Walker was standing just in front of the register when this was occurring.
The suspect kept reaching Into his waist as if he had a weapon and was going to use it. George slowly
walked toward the registered and was pushed by the male due to moving too slow. Olurin advised the male
that there was no money and that he did not have access to the register. The male told Olurin and Walker to
hurry up, that he needed the money and that he'd "Bring this whole thing".

Approximately a minute later another customer walked in and George told the suspect that he should
walk out. The suspect proceeded to leave and walk east bound to the side of Port Of Subs where he had a
black bike and black back pack stationed. The suspect proceeded to take off his blue shirt and place it in the
back pack and head south bound on Eastern Ave and then East on Serene Ave.

Olurin called the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department Officer Tlockowski # 5858 responded
under event 120620-3821. A report was taken for Attempt Robbery. C08 L. Renhard #5223 responded and
processed the scene prints as well as photographed the scene. I responded and viewed video which was
obtained by Detective M. Sclimenti #6239.

12F10441X-MULLNER, TROY Page41of178
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTA
CONTINUATION REPORT

ID/EVENT#; 120411-4254

120621-2726 Port of Subs 3720 E Sunset Robbery. Burglary

On June 21st, 2012 at approximately 1511 hours Shevella Barnes and Ana Meza were working at Port
of Subs at 3720 E Sunset Rd #111 Las Vegas, Nevada 89120, County of Clark. Barnes was on break in the
back office with her co-worker Ana Meza. The two vi/omen observed a white male enter the store and stand
near the counter. Barnes went to the counter to wait on the customer as Meza stayed in the office. Barnes
stated the male said to her, "I hate to ruin your day. but I need you to open the register." Barnes said the man
simulated that he had something under his shirt, tucked in his waistband that she assumed was a gun. Barnes
opened the register, but then took off njnning from behind the counter, ran out the front door and to the next
door business to call police. Barnes said as she was calling police she saw the man exit the front door, (which
faces to the East) ran along the southside ofthe business then run northbound through the parking lot. Barnes
ran out and followed and observed the man take off the blue cut off t-shirt which he was wearing over a white t-
shirt. The male then jumped the North wall and disappeared. Barnes describes the male as white, in his 40's,
reddish/brovwri hair, short with a trimmed goatee. He was approximately 6*0", 200 lbs, wearing a royal blue t-
shirt with the sleeves cut off, over a white t-shirt, light blue jean shorts, white shoes, a green camouflage hat,
and black sunglasses. The man was not wearing gloves. He appears to have reached over the counter and
removed the cash drawer. He set it on the counter in front and removed all the bills from the drawer. Barnes
stated it was approximately $150.00 in cash.

Shevella Barnes called the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department. Officer M. Kehrii # 13243
responded under event 120621-2726. Areport was taken for Robbery. Detectives Flynn #6463 and Sclimenti
#6239 responded and video was obtained. Crime Scene Analyst J. Reiner #8167 responded to process the
scene.

120623-1983 Subway 3160 E Desert Inn Robbery. Burglary

On June 23"". 2012 at approximately 1157 hours, Gladiola Juarez was working at Subway located at
3160 E. Desert Inn Las Vegas, Nevada 89121 County ofClark. Juarez advised that she observed a white male
adult, wearing a khaki colored long sleeve shirt with khaki colored dickie style pants, entered the business
through the main doors. Juarez greeted the male and the male yelled "I need to take your register!" The male
then runs towards the register and hops over the counter. Juarez stated she was in fear that the male would
hurt her so she ran towards the back room in an attempt to hide. Juarez advised she could hear him ripping off
the register. She then sees him run towards their back door and continue Northbound towards the mini mart.
Another witness, who could not be located, stated he observed the suspect run towards the nearby apartment
complex and get into a yellow or green van. Thevanwas lastseen Southbound towards Desert Inn.

Juarez called the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department and Officer H. Singh #14310 responded
under event 120623-1983. The cash register with $420.00 was stolen. Detectives M. Dosch #7907 and E.
LaNeve #5612 responded. There is no video at Subway but 7-11 across the street captured the getaway van
on surveillance. Ipicked this video up onJune25''̂ , 2012. Crime Scene Analyst McPhail #3326 responded and
processed the scene.
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LAS VEGAS METROPOI-fTAN POLICE DEPARTM^^
CONTINUATION REPORT

ID/EVENT#: 120411-4254

Investigation:

On June 29'^ 2012 Officer T. Carrigy #9860 came Into contact with Troy Mullner #1158825. Carrigy
believed IVIuilner could be the serial robber based on articles of clothing he had and physical description. This
information was forwarded to me. On June 30"", 2012 another robbery occured to a Subway at 6150 W
Charleston. A vehicle description was obtained which matched that of a 1994 Oldsmobile Silhouette van
registered to l\/lullner. The van has Nevada plates 489XYL. 1created a photo line-up and the two victims of
robbery at the Subway viewed the line-ups. Mullner was picked out by both victims as the robber. Detectives
were able to locate the van in a driveway at 3451 Sego Glen Circle, Las Vegas Nevada 89121. A search
warrant was executed and Mullner was taken into custody. Items of clothing worn in robberies and a bb gun
were seized and impounded.

I interviewed Mullner at 400 S. Martin L King. I read him Miranda from a card I cary. Mullner
understood his rights and agreed to talk. Mullner explained he has an alcohol and methamphetamine
addiction. Mullner admitted to 14 robberies and stated he would drink a couple Steel Reserve malt liquor to
boost his confidence. Mullner stated that he obtained $200 on average and used the money to pay bills and
score meth. Mullner did not involve anyone else In the robberies but does recall a female named Zoey driving
him once. He said she believed he was buying meth and had no idea about the robbery. The interview was
taped and has been sent in for transcription. Mullner was booked at that time for the robbery under event
120630-2535. Due to the aforementioned facts and circumstances Mullner was rebooked for 19 counts of
Robbery, 2 counts of Attempt Robbery, and 12 counts of Burglary.
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Ovut. 
Cherry 

, 	J. 

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

TROY LEE MULLNER, 
Appellant, 
vs. 
THE STATE OF NEVADA, 
Respondent. 

No. 65449 

FILED 
MAY 1 3 2014 

TRACE K. LINDEMAN 
:Err :i&V,et:Sr 

DEPUTY CLEM< 

ORDER DISMISSING APPEAL 

This is a proper person appeal from a judgment of conviction. 

Eighth Judicial District Court, Clark County; Valerie Adair, Judge. 

The notice of appeal was untimely filed. NRAP 4(b). Because 

an untimely notice of appeal fails to vest jurisdiction in this court, Lozada 

v. State, 110 Nev. 349, 352, 871 P.2d 944, 946 (1994), we conclude that we 

lack jurisdiction to consider this appeal, and we 

ORDER this appeal DISMISSED. 

Hardesty 

s  )Dtp.e/4 

Douglas 

, J. 

J. 
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